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ABSTRACT
We report on results from a World Climate Research Program workshop on representations of
scavenging and deposition processes in global transport models of the atmosphere. 15 models
were evaluated by comparing simulations of radon, lead, sulfur dioxide, and sulfate against each
other, and against observations of these constituents. This paper provides a survey on the simula-
tion differences between models. It identifies circumstances where models are consistent with
observations or with each other, and where they differ from observations or with each other. The
comparison shows that most models are able to simulate seasonal species concentrations near
the surface over continental sites to within a factor of 2 over many regions of the globe. Models
tend to agree more closely over source (continental) regions than for remote (polar and oceanic)
regions. Model simulations differ most strongly in the upper troposphere for species undergoing
wet scavenging processes. There are not a sufficient number of observations to characterize the
climatology (long-term average) of species undergoing wet scavenging in the upper troposphere.
This highlights the need for either a different strategy for model evaluation (e.g., comparisons on
an event by event basis) or many more observations of a few carefully chosen constituents.
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1. Introduction spheric observations and able/interested in con-
tributing to the validation of a modelling effort.
The meeting was intended to provide opportunit-1.1. Motivation for the model intercomparison
ies to identify the state of the art in modelling, to
Wet and dry deposition processes are important
identify the range of uncertainties in our under-
mechanisms in the control of both the temporal
standing of processes, and to estimate our ability
and spatial distributions of many gaseous and
to model those processes. Part of the meeting
particulate trace species in the atmosphere.These
consisted of an intercomparison of the simulations
species in turn influence the chemistry and climate
of short-lived atmospheric tracers by 15 global
of the atmosphere, and the underlying ocean and
models, and their comparison to relevant
biosphere. The component processes labelled by
observations.
the general terms ‘‘wet’’ and ‘‘dry’’ deposition are
Results from this intercomparison are summar-
extremely complex, and span many subdisciplines
ized here. It is not the intent of this paper to
of meteorology, physics and chemistry. These pro- identify the right or wrong way of modelling a
cesses are important, and difficult to represent in given deposition process. To do so would require
a reasonable way in models purporting to simulate very constrained simulations that would fix all
the distribution of atmospheric trace species, and aspects of the simulation except one and explore
their impacts and feedbacks on the earth’s climate. variations on only one parameterization. Such a
The representation of these processes in global study is impossible in the context of a large
chemical transport and general circulation models intercomparison with many different models.
have traditionally been crude. In the last 10 years Rather, it was the intent of the meeting, and this
progress has been made in the understanding of paper, to survey the field, identifying the ways in
these component processes, both from a theoret- which parameterization of these processes differ
ical and an observational point of view, with a between models, then compare their simulations
corresponding increase in the complexity and real- with observations and each other, looking for
ism of model representations of these processes. It similarities and differences in the simulation. It
is not been clear however, what the impact of was hoped that the similarities and differences
these differences in representation of deposition would reveal areas of systematic bias between
processes has had on trace species distributions. model and observations, or systematic agreement.
In August of 1995 the World Climate Research The areas of bias might point toward processes
Programme (WCRP) sponsored a workshop on requiring more work. Those areas where the
the role of scavenging and dry deposition processes models agree with each other and observations
on the control of trace gases in global models, at identify aspects of the simulation where models
Downing College in Cambridge, UK. It was the may be more easily trusted.
third WCRP workshop in a series dealing with The modellers were asked to perform 2 simula-
the modelling of trace constituents by global tions, with a number of minor variations
models. The first in 1990 (Pyle and Prather, 1996) (described in more detail below). Most models
focused on the global-scale transport of long lived attempted only a subset of the complete specifica-
trace species by resolved transport. The second tion of the test problems. The first problem was
meeting in 1993 (Jacob et al., 1997; Boville et al. to model the emission of 222radon, its transport
1997) brought into focus the transport by sub- and decay to 210lead, attachment to an aerosol,
gridscale processes. and subsequent removal by dry deposition and
About 60 scientists from 11 countries attended scavenging processes. The second problem was to
the workshop from 3 areas: (1) theoreticians and compare corresponding loss processes for SO2
process modellers working on detailed and explicit and SO2−4 (hereafter sulfate) which we refer to as
representations of deposition process and the the SO
x
problem. Because of its relatively simple
cloud physics important in understanding the source and sink, radon has long been recognized
transport, scavenging and chemistry taking place as a useful tracer of convective and synoptic-scale
within clouds; (2) physical climate modellers and motions in global models. The radon/lead problem
chemists wanting to perform global simulation of provided a means to examine the role of both the
transport of a short-lived species, and its sub-trace species; (3) scientists specializing in atmo-
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sequent scavenging by wet and dry deposition species are transferred from the atmosphere onto
surfaces in the absence of precipitation. Dry depos-processes. The SO
x
simulation expanded the com-
parison to include the scavenging of gas phase ition occurs on a variety of length and time scales.
On the largest scales the tracers are transportedconstituents and gas and aqueous chemistry in a
system with very different source characteristics towards the surface by turbulence and organized
circulation features and by gravitational settling.from that of the radon. The SO
x
problem is a
widely studied system with relevance to acid rain As the trace specie (molecule or particle)
approaches to within a few millimeters of a surfaceand climate. A wide variety of models ( listed in
Table 1) participated in the workshop. air motions become small, and molecular and
brownian diffusive motions become important.
The trace specie may then interact with the surface
1.2. Some comments on scavenging and deposition
in a variety of ways. Gaseous species may absorb
in global models
reversibly or irreversibly, or react chemically with
the surface. Aerosols particles can collide with theWhile a detailed discussion of the physics of these
processes is beyond the scope of this paper, we begin surface through inertia, and either bounce off, or
adhere, depending on the properties of the aerosolby briefly stating the physics associated with wet
and dry deposition of atmospheric species, which and the surface. Dry deposition depends upon the
individual properties of the turbulent transfer, theform the basic path by which trace species are
removed from the atmosphere. More detail on these molecular and brownian diffusion of the tracer,
the resistance of the tracer to uptake by the surfaceprocesses can be found in the text by Seinfeld and
Pandis (1997), although that text does not focus on itself, and, for aerosol particles, the sedimentation
velocity which in turn depends on the size, mass,the additional complexities of representation of the
processes in large-scale modelling environments. and shape of the particle. The deposition thus
depends upon turbulent properties in the atmo-The participating models span the spectrum of
means to represent these processes and the resulting sphere, chemical composition and roughness of
the surface, inhomogenieties in the surface, andsimulations reflect this fact. For this reason, we have
attempted to focus on general properties of all the properties of the molecule or particle itself. These
properties vary on space scales from tens of meterssimulations and avoid a focus on an explicit evalu-
ation of particular models. at the large end to molecular length scales at the
small end, and these features must be included in
some fashion in global models, whose smallestDry deposition. We define dry deposition as the
mechanisms by which gaseous and particulate spatial resolution is typically hundreds of km in
Table 1. Model participants; a list of acronyms may be found in Section 7




ECHAM3 MPI Hamburg Rn/Pb X
ECHAM4 MPI Hamburg Rn/Pb
ECWAG U. Wageningen Rn/Pb
GFDL GFDL Rn/Pb X
GISSHIY GISS/Harvard/ Rn/Pb X
UCIrving/Yale
GRANTOUR/ECHAM LLNL/U. Michigan Rn/Pb
LGGE/LMD LGGE Rn/Pb
MUTM Monash Univ. Rn
MATCH NCAR Rn
TOMCAT U. Cambridge Rn/Pb X
CCM V NCAR Rn/Pb X X
STOCHEM UKMO Rn/Pb X
TRA95 JMA Rn/Pb X
Uni. Mod. UKMO X
NIRE NIRE Rn/Pb X
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the horizontal, and hundreds of meters in the sequently removed as precipitate, undergoes
‘‘in-cloud’’ scavenging (also termed rainout). Onvertical. Clearly all the important processes occur
on length scales much smaller than that of the the other hand, as the precipitate falls, it can also
collect soluble species directly from interstitial airmodel resolution, and much of the important
character of the process must be parameterized, (‘‘below cloud’’ scavenging or washout). Soluble
species can get into the condensate in a variety ofthat is, be represented in a statistical sense, rather
than by some explicit description arising from a ways. Many aerosols act as cloud condensation
nuclei. That is, water vapour condenses preferen-physical development from first principles. Dry
deposition today is almost uniformly modelled by tially on soluble or wettable particles to form
cloud drops subsequently removed via in-cloudassuming the surface deposition flux is propor-
tional to a concentration times a ‘‘deposition scavenging. Aerosols can also be taken up directly
on falling precipitate through a number of collec-velocity’’. The complexity of course comes in the
specification of the deposition velocity. The sim- tion mechanisms. Larger aerosols are taken up by
collision associated with their inertia. Smaller par-plest representations for dry deposition prescribe
a fixed deposition velocity that depends upon the ticles are collected by Brownian motion. Soluble
gases are taken up in both smaller cloud dropsspecies, and land surface type More complicated
models use so-called ‘‘resistance in series’’ depos- and larger raindrops following Henry’s Law (and
thus are sensitive to pH and temperature of theition formulations (Wesely, 1989), which represent
this processes using an electrical resistance analogy drops), where they can undergo chemical trans-
formation, or be removed along with the condens-where the transport of material is assumed to be
governed by 3 or 4 resistances in series (an aero- ate. Clearly, wet deposition is intimately tied up
with the cloud microphysics itself. A realisticdynamic, quasi-laminar, surface, and sedimenta-
tion resistance respectively). These resistances can description of the scavenging process thus requires
a knowledge of the microphysics of the condensa-depend upon such things as solar insolation, land
use, vegetation type, surface wetness, etc. Both tion and precipitation (i.e., distribution of the
condensate and precipitate, the sources respons-types of dry deposition models were represented
in this workshop. Some modellers prescribed a ible for the generation of the condensate, the
conversion from condensate to precipitate), andsingle deposition velocity for each constituent.
Others used much more complex resistance in the microphysics of the aerosol. There are also a
number of additional complications peculiar toseries approaches. We note the deposition type for
each model in Table 7. large-scale models, where all cloud processes are
subgridscale. Because the clouds are not resolved
at the grid length scale, they occupy only part ofWet deposition. Wet deposition, the removal of
a soluble trace species by transfer associated with a volume. One must then consider mechanisms
for exchange of mass between the cloud and itsprecipitation, is equally difficult to represent in
global models. The soluble species is first assumed environment (all within a single grid volume), the
fact that the volume encountering precipitation isto find a path from the air into a cloud or rain
drop. When the condensed water is subsequently not the same as the local cloud volume, the spatial
distribution of the clouds within a column, anddeposited at the ground, it will carry some of the
soluble species with it. We note that if the raindrop the ways in which the condensate and precipitate
overlap with each other within that column. Again,evaporates before reaching the ground then it will
act as an internal transport mechanism, even if a broad spectrum of approaches have been
adopted by modelling groups. In the simplestthe soluble specie is not removed from the atmo-
sphere itself. One usually distinguishes between formulations, wet removal is parameterized in
terms of a first order loss rate, that is, the sink of‘‘in-cloud’’ and ‘‘below cloud’’ scavenging. In-cloud
scavenging refers to a local removal process in a tracer is made proportionate to a mixing ratio
times a coefficient, with the coefficient a functionwhich the initial deposition of the species is within
a small cloud drop, which subsequently undergoes of the gridbox averaged precipitation flux.
Some models (e.g., GISSHIY and ECHAM)growth through collision or coalescence to a size
identified as a raindrop. The soluble matter that have a relatively long history of attempting to
simulate these processes. For others this was thewas initially in the cloud condensate, and sub-
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first time that they had attempted simulations of ability of the model to simulate the evolution of
a relatively short-lived tracer, strongly influencedshort-lived soluble species. There is a broad range
of variation in the representation of scavenging in by boundary layer turbulent transport, convection,
synoptic scale transport, and after conversion tothese models. Some models ( like TOMCAT), with-
out access to much information about cloud pro- lead, its removal by wet and dry deposition pro-
cesses on soluble aerosols. Comparison with obser-cesses, attempted to model the wet removal based
only on the relative humidity in the model atmo- vations for radon were made at a variety of
continental and remote sites around the world, atsphere, and assumptions about the frequency of
rain in each model volume. Others, like the the seasonal and monthly time scales. Modellers
were asked to run their models for 3 months toUKMO model, did not distinguish between
in-cloud and below cloud scavenging, or between allow the radon and lead distributions to spin up,
and then integrate for a 1-year period. Tabulatedliquid and ice processes, or between scavenging of
gases and aerosols. The more mature models results of seasonal and annually averaged burdens,
as well as wet (below and in-cloud) and dryattempted to integrate their removal processes in
an entirely consistent manner with their hydrolo- scavenging rates were requested from each parti-
cipant. Latitude–longitude figures for the lowestgic cycle, and make much stronger distinctions
between these processes using a more elaborate model level, 600 hPa, and 300 hPa for January,
July and annual means for radon were requested.formulation. For example, the NCAR and
ECHAM model use information from the model’s A latitude longitude figure of instantaneous values
at 300 hPa for 1 July was requested to providerepresentations for the hydrological cycle to distin-
guish between the scavenging of gases and the information about the general amplitude of model
departures from the above mean values. Latitudeaerosol scavenging, where incloud scavenging is
made proportionate to the amount of condensate height cross-sections for January, July and annual
means for radon, lead, lead production and scaven-that is converted to precipitate, and the below
cloud scavenging is again presumed to be propor- ging rates were also requested for zonal averages,
and at 180°W and 27°E to provide informationtionate to the precipitation flux within a layer.
Care is also taken to scavenge only within the on the 3-dimensional distributions of these species.
The contour interval, units and figure dimen-volume of air where cloud or rain is present, and
assumptions must be made about the rate at which sions were all specified to facilitate the model
intercomparison.air is exchanged between cloudy and cloud-free air.
The distribution of radon in both observations
and model simulations results reflects its contin-
2. Description of model experiments
ental origins. Surface distributions of radon are
discussed in some detail in Jacob et al. (1997) and
2.1 T he radon/lead simulations
the general distributions seen in our study did not
differ significantly. As the product of radon’s radio-222Radon is a noble gas with a source in the
continental crust (arising from the decay of active decay, lead surface concentration patterns
are similar. Mixing-ratios are high over the contin-uranium daughter species) and a sink from radio-
active decay with an e-folding time scale of 5.5 ents, in particular over dry regions like the Sahara
and Arabia where little wet removal occurs.days. The source of radon is approximately 1.0
atoms/cm2/s from unfrozen continents (Jacob and Continental annual mean mixing-ratios in all the
model simulations range between 250 andPrather, 1990), with an uncertainty of a factor of 2
locally (Turekian, 1977). The source from oceanic 2000 mBq per cubic meter of air at standard
temperature and pressure (hereafter called SCMregions and ice-covered regions are approximately
2 orders of magnitude less than the land source. for Standard Cubic Meter). Over the oceans values
are between 100 and 1 mBq/SCM with lowestParticipants were asked to use a source distribu-
tion of 1.0 atoms cm−2 s−1 over land between 60S values over Antarctica (<25 mBq/SCM). Most of
the models show concentrations over the USand 60N, and 0.5 atoms cm−2 s−1 over land
between 60°N to 70°N, except Greenland, where between 500 and 1000 mBq/SCM with values
exceeding 1000 mBq/SCM over the Sahara,the surface was assumed to be ice-covered. The
simulation provides an opportunity to assess the Arabia and south-west Asia. Simulated deposition
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fluxes on the NH mid-latitudes are in the range group. The largest emissions occur in the northern
hemisphere over Central Europe, Asia, and thebetween 50 and 250 Bq m−2 yr−1. All models
show the highest fluxes (250–500 Bq m−2 yr−1 ) in Eastern US (ordered from highest to lowest emis-
sions). This is reflected in the surface distributionthe Monsoon regions. Deposition fluxes over
marine areas south of 30°S were between 1 and of both SO2 , and SO2−4 . While the values of SO2
were relatively consistent between models over the25 Bq m−2 yr−1. While the distribution of the
surface concentration of lead is quite smooth and source regions (see below discussion), they differ
substantially in remote regions. For example, whiledifferences in the horizontal model resolution
cannot be recognized, the patterns of the depos- the ECHAM model has SO2 values below
1 kg/SCM of air southward of 60°S, TOMCATition fluxes are patchy and clearly reflected the
model resolution. (which included a DMS emission source) generally
showed values between 20 and 50 kg/SCM there.
Similar differences between models were also seen
2.2. T he SO
x
simulations
in the northern hemisphere polar regions. The
differences in SO2−4 between models in remoteTwo SOx experiments were defined. In both
experiments, only the anthropogenic emissions regions were also very large. Model differences are
discussed in more detail below.from SO2 were requested, although some particip-
ants also included the biogenic sources. Seasonally
and spatially varying anthropogenic SO2 sources
representative of 1985 were provided from the 3. Strategy of model evaluation
IGAC/GEIA data base (Benkovitz et al., 1996),
with a global annual average of about 65 Tg S/yr. The intent of the evaluation was to identify
similarities and differences between the spatial andIn the first experiment, called the ‘‘simple SO
x
experiment’’, participants were asked to convert temporal properties of the models and observa-
tions. The observations are comprised of indi-SO2 to SO2−4 with a 1.2-day lifetime and to use
their model specified dry and wet deposition for- vidual measurements taken at a specific time and
place. It is worthwhile to discuss the principlemulations for removal. In the second experiment,
called the ‘‘full chemistry experiment’’, each parti- problems of such a comparison. With multiple
observations one can average to provide a meancipant used their best model formulation for the
transformation of SO2 to SO2−4 . The simple experi- value representative of a region or time period.
Some of the observations used in this intercompar-ment allowed those groups without an explicit
photochemical mechanism for the transformation ison were for periods as brief as 1 year. Other
data spanned a 20-year time period. Because ofto participate. Also, by comparing simple to full
photochemical simulation one could evaluate the spatial and temporal inhomogenieties in both the
radon and SO
x
species there can be substantialimpact of the photochemistry with localized
sources and sinks for species that depended upon differences in measurements between adjacent sta-
tions on short spatial scales. Because globalsunlight, cloud water, cloud volume, precipita-
tion rates, etc., with a simpler formulation. models have quite a coarse spatial and temporal
resolution, and because none of the models usedUnfortunately, only one participant contributed
to both experiments. Two of the participants in meteorology specific to the particular time period
of the observations, we avoid comparison betweenthe simple experiment included full emissions (nat-
ural and anthropogenic). The models were evalu- model and observations on a day-by-day basis.
Rather, we focus on regional and seasonal (concen-ated by comparison between each other (in terms
of surface concentrations, vertical profiles, dry and tration) or annual (deposition) averages. For most
individual measurements, particularly in sourcewet deposition rates, and SO2−4 production rates)
and through a comparison with observations. As regions, we have tended to consider them in toto.
Regions were chosen where observations showedin the radon/lead comparison, figures of latitude/
height and latitude/longitude cross-sections using similar seasonality and magnitude. Some sites
which did not meet these conditions were removed.a common set of contours, units, and dimensions
for SO2 , SO2−4 , and their production and loss Observations from remote islands were considered
to be representative of a much larger area andmechanisms were requested from each modelling
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therefore often compared directly to the model spatial variations of the radon sources (Jacob and
Prather, 1990). Assuming a seasonally invariantresults. Because this study considered constituents
with a strong continental source, distributions radon source introduces a seasonal bias in the
radon and lead simulation. Mid-latitude surfacethere are dominated by those sources; surface
concentrations over the continents reflect mainly measurements show a surpression of radon emis-
sion by soil freezing in winter. There are alsothe source strength and the vertical exchange
within the PBL. We think remote sites are a much spring to fall differences in radon emissions that
might have to do with water logging of the soil.better indicator of whether transport and scaven-
ging performs well, because remote receptor sites Jacob et al. (1997) reported on a similar inter-
comparison (taking place in 1993) of radon simu-are controlled primarily by vertical and horizontal
transport and by removal processes. This assump- lations where about half the participating models
were deemed ‘‘under development’’. Because thetion will not hold if mesoscale circulations are
important at a particular site. processes controlling the radon representation
are central to the models ability to simulate lead,There are also sampling issues to consider. Off-
line transport models are driven by model gener- we provide an update on those findings as
well as highlighting results from more recentated wind fields, some of which have been con-
strained by observed winds (i.e., forecast centre observations.
Unfortunately, long-term measurements ofanalyses). Others are produced from a general
circulation model (GCM). In order to produce 210lead (and with many other constituents) are
available only as surface concentrations andclimatological mean concentrations and reduce
the role of inter-annual variability, a model should deposition rates. Deposition rates are determined
by collecting precipitation over a long period ofbe integrated for several years and the ensemble
average compared to the observations. The parti- time or by using natural collectors like snow fields,
lake sediments and soil cores. Thus depositioncipating models reported results from a single
1-year simulation. Different meteorological fields rates are not able to resolve seasonal fluxes. We
therefore compared the observations to modeldrove each tracer simulations, which resulted in
different spatial and temporal distributions even annual means only. Deposition data compilations
from Feichter et al. (1991) and Preiss et al. (1996)if the same model physics were used. Therefore,
the impact on the species distribution of different were used, as were concentrations of lead in
surface air measured by EML (Environmentalapproaches for transport and scavenging could
not be separated from use of a different meteoro- Measurements Laboratory, US) since 1957 at
about 115 sites worldwide, mostly in the US (Leelogy. Lastly we note that models differed in their
treatment of short timescale features. GCMs (e.g., and Feichter, 1995). These data were provided as
monthly means (R. Larsen, personal communica-ECHAM, and the NCAR CCM V) model the
transport, chemistry and removal of chemical tion). We also used data compiled in Feichter et al.
(1991) and Balkanski et al. (1993). The observa-species at every time step of their integration, and
resolve features with time scales of order 1 h. The tional estimates for the SO
x
comparison from
EMEFS (McNaughton and Vet, 1996) and EMEPdiurnal cycle, and the episodic nature of convec-
tion, scavenging and aqueous chemistry are cap- data (Schaug et al., 1987). The EMEFS and
EMEP datasets were composited using the strat-tured in these models. All off-line models used 4-
to 12-hourly input fields to drive their constituent egy outlined in Kasibhatla et al. (1997).
evolution. Their diurnal cycle and episodic pro-
cesses were less well resolved (although it is not
4. Model results
clear the 4–6-hourly averaged field are not suffi-
cient to approximately resolve these features
4.1. Global properties
(Rasch et al., 1997)). Also the different horizontal
and vertical resolution of the models have an We begin by describing the models’ globally
integrated properties. None of the species enteringimpact on the calculated species distributions.
Since we have assumed a constant exhalation rate in the comparison are sufficiently well character-
ized by observations to provide credible observa-for 222Rn some discrepancies between observations
and simulations may also be due to temporal and tional estimates of global burdens, but a global
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metric still provides information about differences sparsity of observations (Balkanski et al., 1993).
The ratio of dry to wet deposition, which measuresin model processes. Because emissions and sinks
were assumed constant, the models show no sea- the relative importance of the 2 processes in
removal of the aerosol varies from less than 10%sonal cycle of their global radon burdens. The
global burden of lead is controlled by differences for most models, to about 50% in outliers implying
important differences in those model formulations.in the hydrologic cycle. Seasonal changes in con-
vection over source regions can lift the radon to Seasonal variation in the global burdens of lead
are plotted in Fig. 1a. Most models show aheights where subsequent scavenging as lead is
inefficient. Seasonal changes in precipitation pro- maxima during the northern hemisphere sum-
mertime, with a small seasonal variation. Thecesses and location will also change the efficiency
of scavenging. The SO
x
cycle is strongly controlled higher burdens in summer are often attributed to
more rapid venting of the planetary boundaryby these same processes, as well as by variations
in the emissions, and by seasonal variations in the layer, or convective lofting of radon and lead itself
to heights where the aerosol is not susceptible tooxidant distributions controlling the transforma-
tion of SO2 to SO4 . either dry deposition or wet scavenging. The wet
deposition of lead is shown in Fig. 1b. There is aGlobal annually averaged lead burdens, and
residence times are shown in Table 2. Lead bur- marked difference in the seasonal cycle in the
ECHAM3 and ECHAM4 models. This may indens range over a factor of 3 over all models, but
agreement is much closer (within 30% of the part be due to changes in turbulent transport by
the PBL scheme between the models and theensemble mean) when the outliers are not consid-
ered (GRANTOUR, NIRE and TRA95). Radon associated changes in the precipitation over land.
Fig. 1b indicates that there is little seasonalemissions should total 1.25 kg radon/month
(equivalent to 1.18 kg lead/month). variation in the deposition. Analysis of the precip-
itation dataset of Legates and WillmotDepartures of the sum of the wet and dry
deposition from this value may be due to the (1990) shows a small seasonal variation in the
average precipitation over land with a maximummodels not being at steady state, or some non-
conservative aspect to the models. The residence and minimum respectively of about 2.5 and
2.1 mm/day during NH summer and winter. Thetime (defined as the burden divided by deposition)
varies between 3 and 10 days, The GCM simula- seasonal cycle of the global burden and the precip-
itation are not mirrored in the wet depositiontions reported lifetimes of 6 to 8 days. Offline
models reported a much wider range of residence rates themselves. Lofting of radon and aerosols
will generate an opposite seasonal cycle to scaven-times. Estimates based on observations vary from
6.5 days (Lambert et al., 1982) to 8–10 days ging in the immediate vicinity of the emission
region. The lack of a seasonal cycle in deposition(Moore et al. (1973), Balkanski et al. (1993)), but
these numbers are still quite uncertain due to the and the maxima in the seasonal cycle in the lead
Table 2. Global characterization of lead (annual average, N/A=not available)
Burden Dry dep Wet dep Total dep Residence
Model (kg) (kg/month) (kg/month) (kg/month) time (days)
ECHAM3 0.29 0.09 1.17 1.28 6.8
ECHAM4 0.23 0.11 0.91 1.02 6.8
ECWAG 0.23 0.18 1.02 1.20 5.8
GFDL 0.23 N/A N/A N/A 5.8
CCM V 0.32 0.11 1.07 1.18 8.1
LGGE 0.24 0.10 1.24 1.36 5.9
GRANTOUR/ECHAM 0.15 0.18 0.99 1.17 3.8
GISSHIY 0.30 0.11 1.06 1.17 9.1
NIRE 0.13 0.09 1.2 1.29 3.2
TOMCAT 0.32 0.07 1.1 1.20 8.3
TRA95 0.44 0.40 0.86 1.30 10.6
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Fig. 1. Seasonal evolution of the burden of lead (upper panel ) and wet deposition ( lower panel ) for each model. The
heavy grey line in the lower panel at 1.18 kg/month shows the prescribed production rate for lead due to the decay
of radon.
burden suggest that lofting modulates the resid- TRA95) that do not sum to about 65 Tg S/yr also
included the DMS emissions. Replenishment/ence time in the atmosphere more strongly than
variations in scavenging processes. removal time scales (defined as the global burden
divided by the process global source or sink) forGlobally averaged SO2 and SO4 burdens are
shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. SO2 burdens SO2 and SO4 appear within the parentheses in the
tables. Full chemistry models show higher SO2vary by a factor of 4, although the variation within
the cluster of models using simple or full chemistry burdens than most of the simple chemistry models,
suggesting that the conversion rate in the simpleis much smaller. The variation in SO4 is larger
than that of SO2 , and similar to the lead simula- chemistry experiment was set to be considerably
too rapid for a close match to the full chemistrytion variation. The model with the most efficient
deposition of lead is not the same as the model simulation. The departure from 1.2 days in chem-
ical conversion time scales for some simple chem-with the most efficient deposition of SO
x
. Total
deposition of SO2 and SO4 should again balance istry models (the number in parentheses in the
rightmost column) indicates inconsistencies inemissions. Those models (NIRE, TOMCAT and
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Table 3. SO
2
global annually averaged statistics; timescales (defined as global burden divided by global
tendency) for a particular process are shown in parentheses
Burden
Model (Tg S)
(* has DMS Full or (res time Dry dep Wet dep Total dep Chem loss
emissions) simple days) (Tg S/yr) (Tg S/yr) (Tg S/yr) (Tg S/yr)
ECHAM3 F 0.24 (1·3) 25 (3.3) 3.6 (24) 29 (3.6) 37 (2.4)
GFDL F 0.31 (1.7) 23 (4.9) 15 (7.5) 38 (3.0) 27 (4.2)
GISSHIY F 0.20 (1.1) 23 (3.2) 13 (5.6) 36 (2.0) 30 (2.4)
CCM V F 0.34 (1.9) 22 (5.6) 1.1 (113) 23 (5.4) 42 (3.0)
CCM V S 0.14 (0.8) 16 (3.2) 7.5 (6.8) 23 (1.5) 42 (1.2)
NIRE* S 0.20 (1.1) 5.6 (13) 45 (1.6) 51 (1.5) 31 (2.4)
TOMCAT* S 0.10 (0.55) 32 (1.1) 19 (1.9) 50 (0.73) 31 (1.2)
TRA95* S 0.083 (0.36) 56 (0.54) 12 (2.5) 68 (0.45) 16 (1.9)
UKMO S 0.11 (0.61) 14 (2.9) 20 (2.0) 34 (1.2) 31 (1.3)
Table 4. Global annual average SO2−
4
(models labelled with a * also include a DMS source)
Full or Burden Dry dep Wet dep Total dep
Model simple (Tg S) (Tg S/yr) (Tg S/yr) (Tg S/yr)
ECHAM3 F 0.39 5.8 (24) 32 (4.4) 38 (3.8)
GFDL F 0.22 3.5 (23) 25 (3.2) 29 (2.8)
GISSHIY F 0.39 4.6 (31) 25 (5.7) 30 (4.9)
CCM V F 0.39 3.1 (46) 41 (3.5) 44 (3.2)
CCM V S 0.47 5.3 (32) 37 (4.6) 42 (4.1)
NIRE* S 0.21 3.2 (21) 28 (2.6) 31 (2.5)
TOMCAT* S 0.29 5.0 (21) 27 (3.9) 33 (3.2)
TRA95* S 0.17 8.4 (7.4) 6.9 (9.0) 15 (4.1)
UKMO S 0.24 10 (8.8) 24 (3.6) 34 (2.6)
their simulation. Dry deposition plays a much models. Wet deposition tends to dominate dry,
and the range of variation in SO2−4 is large. It ismore important role for SO2 than it does for lead.
The ratio of dry to wet deposition for SO2 is very quite surprising that in spite of the large differences
in SO2 burdens, and the production rates oflarge. The large discrepancy in wet deposition
rates may be due to the way in which sulfur SO2−4 (the chemical loss of SO2 ), most of the full
chemistry models (except GFDL) reach a similarcompounds are labelled as they are deposited at
the surface. Some model included only S(IV) in total burden of SO2−4 . We regard this agreement
as fortuitous. The very large differences in SO2−4the wet deposition of SO2 ; others included both
the deposition of S(IV) and S(VI). Total wet burden and deposition processes in the simple
chemistry simulations suggest that there remaindeposition of sulfur species (which avoid this ambi-
guity) are much closer than either component. It substantial variations in the way transport and
deposition processes are represented in globalis interesting to see that the 2-model participants
with full chemistry which had published results models, even in the absence of resolved chemistry.
The seasonal cycles of SO2 and SO4 are shownfrom their simulation (ECHAM (Feichter et al.,
1996) and GISSHIY (Chin and Jacob, 1996)), and in Fig. 2 for participating models. Most models
show a minimum in SO2 during the northernwere presumably the most mature of the models
in terms of their development for this purpose still hemisphere summer when SO2−4 is at a maximum.
There is a small (<~20%) seasonal variation indiffer in the partitioning of dry and wet deposition.
Global burdens of SO2−4 (Table 4) also show the emissions dataset used in this study with the
largest temporal variation in winter over Europe.large differences, varying by a factor of 3 between
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Fig. 2. Seasonal evolution of burden of SO2 (upper panel ) and SO2−4 ( lower panel ) for each model. The suffix ‘‘-S’’
and ‘‘-F’’ on the CCM model indicate the runs with ‘‘simple’’ or ‘‘full’’ chemistry respectively. See text for details.
The larger variations seen in the SO2 and SO2−4 the ‘‘lofting mechanism’’ is a common and import-
ant control on aerosol lifetime. The variation insignature are not therefore due to emission vari-
ations, but rather to a combination of the seasonal production terms and loss must also be important
in the controlling the seasonal aerosol burdenvariation in oxidants, volume of air processed
(both from oxidation and scavenging) by clouds, variation, but we cannot identify their relative
importance from the reported information.and lofting to altitudes where the deposition pro-
cesses are not effective. The seasonal cycle in those
models with ‘‘full’’ chemistry tend to be larger 4.1.1. Zonal means. Fig. 3 shows annually and
zonally averaged distributions for 2 representativethan the simple sulfur cycle models. The simple
sulfur models are not sensitive to oxidant amount models as an indication of the range of variation
in simulations of radon, lead, sulfur dioxide and(and therefore to large variations in production
terms), but still show large variation in SO2 and sulfate. Note that there is an approximately logar-
ithmic variation in the contour levels for eachsulfate burden. This summertime maximum was
also seen in the lead simulation, and suggests that species. Therefore small differences in the contours
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Fig. 3. Annually averaged, zonal average distribution of radon, lead, SO2 and SO2−4 , ordered from top to bottom
respectively. Left column shows results from a simulation by the TOMCAT model. Right panel shows the simulations
by the NCAR CCM-F model. The units are kg/SCM×10−21. Contours are spaced approximately logarithmically
at (1, 2, 5)×10n, where n is some integer.
can imply factor of 2 differences in the simulation. showed almost no evidence of subsidence, while
others showed substantial penetration of subsid-The departure of model outliers is substantially
larger than is seen in these example models. ence into the mid-lower troposphere. Evidence for
differences in the way moist convective mixing isVertical distributions of radon were generally sim-
ilar in the lower troposphere, with much larger treated in the different models was seen in the
zonal mean vertical distribution of radon in thediscrepancies evident in the upper troposphere
and in polar regions. In the upper tropospheric tropics. Some models calculated a localised max-
imum in the upper tropical troposphere (UKMO,subsidence region of the Hadley cell some models
(GISSHIY, MATCH, MUTM, NIRE, ECHAM4) GISSHIY, MATCH-EC, MATCH-NMC,
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MUTM). Other models’ radon concentrations in the middle troposphere, where the relative
humidity is often lower. The concentrationsdecreased more uniformly with altitude. This
localised maxima most likely results from varying at 100 hPa differ between models by 1 order
of magnitude, with values as high asintensities and vertical redistribution profiles used
by the convective parameterizations in the various 200×10−21 kg/kg simulated by GISSHIY, and
100×10−21 kg/kg by TOMCAT, and as low asmodels. These features were discussed in more
detail in Jacob et al. (1997). 20×10−21 kg/kg by the ECHAM models. The
zonal mean vertical distribution is quite differentSubstantial differences in radon were also evid-
ent in northern polar regions. For example, LMD, between the south and north polar regions. Over
Antarctica all models show an increase in concen-CCMV, GISSHIY, MUTM, NIRE models
show very low concentrations in this region. trations with height due to poleward transport
from lower latitudes. Two models also showUnfortunately, observations were not available for
comparison prior to the workshop, so we were slightly higher values near the South-Pole than at
the edge of Antarctica (e.g., TOMCAT, Fig. 3) dueunable to identify which models more accurately
simulated the transport in the Arctic regions. But to subsidence from the upper troposphere. Very
small vertical gradients above the PBL were seensubsequent work on the LMD and GISSHIY
models by Preiss and Genthon (1997) suggest that in the northern polar regions in all the models.
The ECHAM models, ECHWAG, NIRE andthe low concentrations in many models could be
attributed to biases in the model circulation (e.g., TOMCAT showed a slight increase in concentra-
tion above the PBL.an inability to represent strong surface inversions
which inhibit transfer from the free troposphere Two maxima generally appeared in the vertical
distribution of the lead scavenging rate (notto the surface layer, or to a lack of horizontal
wave transport from mid-latitudes into these shown) one in the NH mid-latitudes and one in
the tropics. Most models show the mid-latituderegions) or in the numerical methods used.
The differences between models were even larger maximum within the PBL. The maximum in the
tropics varied strongly from model to model. Somein constituents undergoing wet scavenging. Most
models show a maximum in the zonal mean lead simulated it close to the surface (LGGE, NIRE
and TOMCAT). In other models, this maximamixing ratios in the lower troposphere over the
source regions. Generally there are 2 types of occurred much higher up (at 800 hPa by
ECWAG3, at 700 hPa by ECHAM3, at 600 hPamodels in terms of their behaviour in the PBL.
Some have a well mixed PBL (ECHAM3, CCM V, by CCM V, at 300 hPa by MATCH and at
200 hPa by GISSHIY). GISSHIY shows also aLGGE, GISSHIY) and others show an increase
with height with a maximum at the top of the uniform scavenging rate in the NH mid-latitudes
between 900 and 250 hPa. ECWAG simulate alsoPBL (ECWAG4, ECHAM3, NIRE). Since models
with the same transport scheme showed different a secondary maximum at the surface in the tropics,
likely due to below-cloud scavenging.vertical profiles (e.g., ECWAG3 and ECHAM3),
this may be due to a different treatment of below The zonally averaged distribution for sulfur
species are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 3.cloud scavenging. In the free troposphere many of
the models show a decrease in mixing-ratio by The notable differences in that figure in SO2
distributions arise because TOMCAT used theabout one order of magnitude between the PBL
and 400 hPa and a weaker gradient above. Some simple sulfur cycle formulation, and the CCM
simulation showed used a full chemistry formula-models show a mid-tropospheric minimum with
an increase in lead mixing ratios above (e.g., Fig. 3, tion. The differences are characteristic of any
comparison of models using the simple and fullTOMCAT), with mixing-ratios at 100 hPa as high
as at the surface. This may be attributed to the chemistry mechanisms for conversion of SO2 to
SO2−4 . The CCM simulation using the simpleefficient upward transport of radon into the upper
troposphere. Scavenging in many of these models sulfur chemistry looks very similar to that of
TOMCAT (not shown).is not efficient at high altitudes. For example,
TOMCAT parameterizes the scavenging rate as A tongue of high SO2 air extends into the
southern hemisphere in the upper troposphere inproportional to the relative humidity, so scaven-
ging is highest within the PBL and less inefficient the CCM simulation indicating a path for inter-
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hemispheric transport of sulfur in this and other between models and observations. Models are
able to predict the seasonal cycle of radon atmodels with full chemistry. The higher values seen
in the upper troposphere and southern hemisphere Cincinnati with a minima in May–June which is
in good agreement with available observations.in the full chemistry models are due to the slower
oxidation in the more realistic model formulations. As mentioned earlier, the seasonal variation of
surface radon is controlled in part by changingIt might be thought the more rapid oxidation of
SO2 by the simple sulfur cycle would lead to emission from soil freezing and water logging.
These processes were not included in the emissionhigher SO2−4 burdens in the simple models. This
is clearly not the case for the TOMCAT and CCM scenario, and therefore the model/observation
agreement in seasonal variation may be fortuitous.models. The CCM model has substantially higher
SO2−4 burdens in the upper troposphere, emphasiz- radon observations at Socorro show a winter
maximum, which is consistent with a lower bound-ing the importance of a consideration of the
scavenging processes in the control of the aerosol ary layer height in the colder seasons. Half the
models were able to capture this seasonal cycle.as well as the production mechanism. As with the
lead simulations, the range of variation in upper Overall, the models overpredict daily averaged
concentrations at Socorro by 20% to 100%. Astropospheric loading of SO2−4 varies strongly
between models (by as much as one order of with Cincinnati, this could be due to the fact that
the observations were made at 2 p.m. local time,magnitude between outliers).
at which time the boundary layer has the highest
height, and observed concentrations are lowest.
4.2. Comparison with observations
The model biases at Cincinnati and Socorro are
thus opposite of each other. Apart from differencesAs discussed in the section on strategy, we have
partitioned the globe into a number of areas where in the treatment of PBL mixing, it is possible that
higher emissions in this region could also accountit is possible to compare the distributions with
observations. The method of comparison differs for this rather systematic difference.
L ead. Our conclusions on the simulation of leadfor each trace species, but has been structured to
exploit the observational data available. are based on the surface observations summarized
in Table 5. The table shows the region considered,
number of measurement sites, and regionally aver-4.2.1. Continental source regions. Radon. Many
conclusions here for surface continental sites are aged surface concentration and deposition fluxes.
(N.B. Some sites report only annual mean surfacequite similar to those of Jacob et al. (1997). Over
the northern hemisphere continental region, sur- concentrations. Where regions contained some
stations reporting seasonal values, and some sta-face observations were available at Cincinnati
(49N, 84W) (Lambert, personal communication) tions reporting annual mean values, the annual
means may deviate from the mean value derivedand Socorro (34N, 107W) (Wilkening et al., 1975).
Models identified as ‘‘established’’ in the 1992 from the seasonal concentrations.) The compar-
ison to model values was calculated by averagingWCRP (Jacob et al., 1997) showed agreement to
within a factor of 2 at Cincinnati during the over model grid-points corresponding to the same
regions. A series of metrics were constructed tosummer months. Most new models also agree well
except for TOMCAT which used a local mixing summarize the models’ behaviour compared to
the observations. For those interested in detail,scheme (Louis, 1979) for the boundary layer turbu-
lence that may not vent the boundary layer rapidly metrics for each model appear are described in
Table B1 of Appendix B of Rasch (1999). Weenough. Models generally underpredicted the
measured surface values at Cincinnati. This bias summarize the model behaviour inferred from the
table here.would be made worse if afternoon averages had
been used (as was done in Jacob et al. (1997)) The evaluation was made using 3 metrics for
each station, error in surface concentration, errorbecause radon concentrations are lowest at this
time of day (Fisenne, 1985; Thom et al., 1993). in surface deposition rate, and error in seasonality.
The seasonality and surface concentration wereWe note that future intercomparisons may want
to look at the diurnal cycle of radon predicted by normalized as a relative bias metric (RB) defined
as (m−o)/(m+o) with o denoting the observationsmodels as we suspect major differences there
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Table 5. Observations used for the lead comparison with model results (L arsen, Environmental
Measurements L aboratory, US (personal communication); (Feichter et al., 1991); (Balkanski et al., 1993);
(Preiss et al., 1996); seasonality=(max−min)/(max+min) based on the seasonal surface concentrations
Deposition
Mixing-ratio in mBq/SCM in Bq/m2/yr
No. of No. of
Regions sites DJF MAM JJA SON Annual Seasonality sites Annual
Greenland 4 418 395 95 269 267 0.63 5 11
Antarctica 4 48 28 43 46 29 0.26 2 1
east-USA 4 572 452 473 623 533 0.16 15 176
central-USA — 20 140
west-USA 13 679 339 341 571 486 0.35 3 140
west coast of
South-America 4 255 436 431 245 354 0.28 —
Europe 7 300 29 107
India 7 827 8 144
Japan and north-
west Pacific — 12 269
Australia and
New Zealand — 21 48
remote islands 9 166 5 67
and m the model results. Note that the values of tion for the Eastern US. Most models show the
correct seasonality, with a maximum in fall/winter.−0.33 and +0.33 denote factor of 2 differences
between model and observations. The seasonality Many models differ by 20–50% from the observa-
tions (shown in the heavy black line). We havewas defined as the corresponding bias between the
amplitude of maximum and minimum (again nor- not attempted to quantify variability in the obser-
vations in terms of precision, accuracy or year-to-malized by the sum of the 2 numbers). Note that
this metric says nothing about the phase of the year variability. There is also real uncertainty in
the year-to-year variability of the model results,cycle, except that when the seasonality was oppos-
ite to the observed signal reported in Table 5 the and this could not be assessed because only
15-month runs were requested for model simula-seasonality was assigned a negative value. We
considered absolute values for RB of <0.2 as tions. Winter concentrations were underpredicted,
particularly over the western US, where even thedenoting ‘‘good’’ agreement; that between 0.20 and
0.33 (implying a model and observation are within best performing model was low by about 40%.
Summer concentrations were slightly overpre-a factor of 2) as ‘‘acceptable’’, and that larger than
0.33 as denoting ‘‘bad’’ agreement. dicted. The radon simulations showed an under-
prediction in winter and summer in Socorro,Agreement was good for most models over the
USA, Europe, India and Australia and New suggesting that the excessive lead concentrations
in summer may be due to insufficient scavenging.Zealand for both surface concentrations and
deposition fluxes. Agreement was acceptable over The underestimate of the winter concentrations
might be attributed to a too strong verticalthe west coast of South America and over Japan.
Over the United States, where the observation exchange in the stable PBL or to a too coarse
vertical resolution which cannot resolve winterdensity is highest, about 2/3 of the models were
within 50% of the observed surface concentrations inversion layers. The scatter between the models
is highest in fall.with a tendency to underestimate the annual mean
concentrations. The annual mean deposition fluxes are generally
in good agreement with the observations; but mostThe seasonality over the US is not very well
captured by most models. For example, Fig. 4 of the models overestimate fluxes over the eastern
and central US and underestimate them over theshows the seasonal evolution of surface concentra-
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Fig. 4. The seasonal cycle of lead over the eastern US for the models (various thin line patterns) and the observational
estimate (as the heavy black line).
western US in spite of the fact that the annual and SO2−4 to model results, we followed the
compositing and analysis technique of Kasibhatlamean fluxes in the western US are lower (by a
factor of 2 compared to the eastern and central et al. (1997) and used the EMEP (Schaug et al.,
1987) and EMEFS (McNaughton and Vet, 1996)US). At the west coast of South America only
50% of the models are in good agreement with data for January and July. The former dataset
covers the period 1973–1992 at 61 sites overobserved concentrations, perhaps due to diffi-
culties in resolving the land-sea contrast. Here, in Europe. (We note emissions have changed greatly
over this time period in this region with a corres-contrast to North America, the models capture
the seasonal cycle quite well. Annual mean concen- ponding impact on SO
x
distributions.) The
EMEFS measurements were made during 1988 totrations are also in good agreement with observa-
tions over Europe and India. There is a tendency 1990 over North America. An example from the
comparison is shown in Fig. 5, which displays theto simulate slightly higher than observed values
over these regions even though concentrations monthly mean average value for 6 models plotted
against the corresponding observational estimateover India are the largest seen in any of the areas
being compared. Nearly all modelled deposition for SO2 and SO2−4 during January over the 2
regions. Four of the models (CCM V, GISSHIY,fluxes agree fairly well with observations over
Europe, India and Australia and New Zealand ECHAM4 and GFDL) included a ‘‘full chemistry’’
representation. The other 2 (TOMCAT andwhereas over Japan and the north-west Pacific
islands all models fail to reproduce the very high NIRE) used the simpler ‘‘simple chemistry’’ formu-
lation. SO2 monthly mean concentrations variedobserved deposition fluxes.
SO
x
. To compare surface measurements of SO2 by a factor of 15 over each regions. We believe
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that an agreement to within a factor of 2 of the minimum in summer. Since all models show an
increase in lead concentrations with height, thismeasured mean SO2 value on a point by point
basis constitute a good simulation (the dashed underestimation could also be attributed to the
poleward transport occurring at too high altitudeslines in the figures). No model was able to achieve
this kind of agreement at all the measured points. with little downward mixing by the models. Note
that the South Pole is actually higher in elevationThe better models agreed with the observations
to this degree at about 70% of the US/Canada than the coast, which may help explain the higher
observed concentrations at the South Pole (annualpoints and about 50% of the European points. A
striking characteristic of the SO2−4 observations mean 48 mBq/SCM) than at the edge of Antarctica
(14–28 mBq/SCM). This feature is only capturedwas the very small range of variation (a factor of
2–3 between min and max) in measured values by 2 models. This difference between model and
observed behavior could be due to inaccurateover the North American (EMEFS) region, in
contrast to the European region. All models transport by the winds in this region. Even models
based on assimilated winds have difficulty nearshowed a much larger variation over North
America than the observations. The ECHAM Antarctica, presumably because the sparse met-
eorological observational network allows analysedmodel showed the best agreement in SO2−4 over
both regions, although its scores in the SO2 simu- winds still largely in error there. It has also been
suggested by Polian et al. (1986) that high summerlation were similar to the other models. While the
predicted SO2 concentrations in January differ concentrations in models could be explained by
strong convective activity lifting up radon overmarkedly between models, the agreement was
often better in July (not shown), after excluding the southern continents followed by advection
southwards. The signature of an isolated southernthe outliers.
The much higher range of modelled concentra- hemisphere surface region is also seen in the lead
simulation. All the models tend to underpredicttions in January sulfate concentrations than the
observations may be related to a weak northward the surface concentrations by 50% to 100%
throughout the year, have the wrong seasonalitytransport in all of the models in winter out of the
source regions. We note that this mixing (as diag- and overestimate the deposition flux.
Because the modelled deposition fluxes of leadgnosed by the range of concentrations) was smaller
in models with higher horizontal resolution than are much too high in Antarctica, we believe that
the model deficiencies are due not only to anthe lower resolution models. This difference in
transport did not contribute to an improved simu- underestimation of the transport to polar regions
but also to shortcomings in the treatment of depos-lation over the evaluation regions however.
ition. The dry deposition velocity suggested for this
experiment of 0.1–0.2 cm s−1 may be too high over4.2.2. Polar Regions. Radon/lead. As seen in the
radon and lead measurements of Fig 6 and Table cold ice surfaces by one order of magnitude
(Ganzeveld, personal comminication). In particular,B1 of Rasch (1999), all models isolate the Antarctic
coastal site (Dumont D’Urville) from southern if the PBL is very stable this may result in a
depletion of the surface layer lead. The zonal meanmid-latitudes sources in summer (DJF), resulting
in lower modelled means and variance than dry deposition flux between 30°S and the South
Pole is much lower than the wet deposition flux inobserved, particularly for lead. Observed concen-
trations show a maximum in austral summer with all model simulations. The wet deposition flux at
30°S is between 40 to 50 mBq m−2 yr−1 and lowera rapid decrease in the spring. Only 2 models
predict their lowest values in spring and none than 10 mBq m−2 yr−1 at 60°S in all the models
and all models show a decrease toward the polehave the maximum in summer. Ten of 13 models
simulate the maximum in austral winter and the without any discernable differences between models
Fig. 5. (A) The correlation between modeled and measured values for SO2 at gridpoints in North America during
January. (B) The correlation between modeled and measured values for SO2 at gridpoints in Europe during January.
(C) The correlation between modeled and measured values for SO2−4 at gridpoints in North America during January.
(D) The correlation between modeled and measured values for SO2−4 at gridpoints in Europe during January.
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Fig. 6. Seasonal variations in radon and lead over Antarctica for the models (various thin line patterns) and the
observational estimate (as the heavy black line).
with good or bad performance. Therefore, the uted to a too weak downward transport over
Antarctica at certain times of the year.excessive simulated deposition rates may arise from
poleward transport in the upper troposphere, or The situation is somewhat different in the Arctic
where we compared the models to observationsbe due to a too efficient wet scavenging at low
temperatures. The corresponding underprediction over Greenland. As at Antarctica, 12 of 13 models
underestimate the annual mean surface concentra-of the surface concentrations could also be attrib-
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tions (see Table 7), 10 models are in bad agreement largely continental and its lifetime is short. At
Bermuda, the models show about the right phasewith the observations, and all models overestimate
the deposition, 12 of them seriously. In contrast seasonal cycle, but mean values are often 2–4
times too high compared to the observationsto Antarctica only 3 show an incorrect seasonality
and 5 even capture the seasonality qualitatively. (Fig. 8). Most models predict higher concentra-
tions than observed during winter. ExaminationIn particular, the low summer concentrations are
very well simulated by all the models. Only 2 of the modelled surface radon gradient from the
east coast of the USA to 60°W shows no clearmodels (GISSHIY and GFDL) do a reasonable
job during the season of Arctic haze (winter and indication about whether models run at high
horizontal and/or vertical resolution performspring) when concentrations are as high as the
annual mean values over the western US. Both better at simulating radon at this near-continental
site. However, ECHAM4 simulations at T30 com-models predict Arctic values between 250 and
500 mBq/SCM. As the GISSHIY model exhibits pares more favourably with observations at
Bermuda than ECHAM3 at the lower T21 reso-relatively low radon concentrations in the Arctic,
the high lead values are due to a longer residence lution in the winter. In the summer, there is very
little difference.time or due to a low scavenging rate in mid-
latitudes during the Arctic haze season. The other L ead. The lead simulation at 3 islands stations
(Bermuda (64°W, 32°N), Barbados (59°W, 13°N)models underpredict the concentrations during
these seasons. and Izania (17°W, 28°N) were evaluated; those
for Bermuda are shown in Fig 7. The bias betweenSO
x
. Models also differed in their ability to
capture the absolute magnitude and seasonal vari- the modelled and observed concentration is largest
at Bermuda and smallest at Izania. All modelsation of SO
x
in the Arctic. Only one model had
concentrations near those observed (but it’s con- underpredict mean concentrations at each of these
stations. The problem is worst in summer; atcentrations in the source regions were too high).
The seasonal variation in the Arctic was reason- Bermuda the annual mean model concentrations
show a wide range from 36 mBq/SCM up toable for 2 of the full sulfur models, but non-
existent in the third. The lower resolution models 678 mBq/SCM with 380 mBq/SCM being the
observed value. Ten models underestimate thetended to transport the SO2 and SO2−4 more easily
to the Arctic, and this may explain in part their concentration and 3 overestimate it. Since the
models overestimate radon at these stations,better simulation of elevated levels of sulfate, also
seen in the observations. In comparing the pre- the underestimate of lead suggests excessive scav-
enging, during transport to the islands. The annualdicted concentrations at Alert, only one was able
to capture the high concentrations expected in mean deposition at Bermuda was much better
represented by the models.January. The seasonal cycle was nearly absent in
some models, while others produced a cycle close
the observed factor of 10 difference between 4.2.4. Remote island stations. Radon. Transport
of radon from continental regions to the remotesummer and winter. The largest differences in SO2
between the models lie in the near continental ocean sites was also examined in the northern
hemisphere by comparing with observations atgradients. These differences tend to reflect the
resolution at which the simulations were run, with Mauna Loa (20N, 150W, 2.8 km or ~600 hPa)
(Harris, et al., 1992, Whittlestone, personal com-the highest resolution models showing the strong-
est gradient and the lower resolution models the munication, 1995) and aircraft data collected at
~200 hPa (Kritz, 1990). The latter dataset wasweakest. A similar pattern is seen in SO2 dry
deposition rates, with the highest resolution model used in the 1993 WCRP workshop and, at that
time, the majority of models fell below theshowing deposition confined to the source areas,
and the lower resolution models showing higher observed median concentration (Jacobs et al.,
1997). The same comparison here suggests thedeposition in remote areas.
models have improved: model medians agree to
within a factor of 2 with observations and the4.2.3. Near continent stations. Radon. Radon is
a good tracer for transport from a continental observed range of variability is also much better.
Note that the observations were made at 200 hPa,region to oceanic regions, since its sources are
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Fig. 7. Seasonal variations in radon and lead over Bermuda for the models (various thin line patterns) and the
observational estimate (as the heavy black line).
while the model results were extracted at 300 hPa, although many models still underestimate the
observations by a factor of 2 or more. The discrep-which may indicate that the models now over-
predict concentrations at 200 hPa. At 600 hPa, ancies in summer could arise from meteorological
factors. For example, the UKMO model, whichall models seriously underestimate observations
by a factor of 4–5 in the summer months (JJA) had relatively strong convection over Asia and a
jet stream located further south than most modelsalthough the daily variability is well represented.
At this site in DJF agreement is somewhat better had a substantially better summer simulation than
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most other models. Kasibhatla, Mahowald and predictions. However, 7 models underestimate the
observations even there. At Isla de Pascua andWhittlestone (personal communication) have sug-
gested that the bias may be explained by an American Samoa, where the highest concentra-
tions are observed in austral winter, 2/3 of theunderestimate in radon emissions from Asia.
However increasing the Asian emissions would models underestimate the concentrations. The
scatter between the models is largest at Americanalso increase upper troposphere concentrations
over the Southern California region and this would Samoa, the most remote of the measurement sites.
Only 2 models show a reasonable agreement there,probably degrade the simulation there.
Radon simulations were also compared to all the others overestimated the concentrations.
At Fanning Island (159W, 3.5N), Oahu (158W,observations for remote southern hemisphere sites
at Crozet (46°S, 51°E), Amsterdam Island (40°S, 21.5N), Midway Islands (177W, 28N) and Milford
Haven (5W, 51N) only annual deposition fluxes80°E), Kerguelen Island (50°S, 70°E), Cape Grim
(41°S, 142°E) and Dumont D’Urville (67°S, 140°E) (54.5, 45.5, 36.2 and 85 Bq m−2 yr−1, respectively)
were reported. The agreement between these(Lambert, 1970; Polian et al., 1986; Heimann et al.,
1990; Ramonet, et al., 1996). As noted in Jacob observations and the models was best at Milford
Haven, where 11 models were within ±50%. Thiset al. (1997), the observations in the Indian Ocean
exhibit a winter (JJA) maximum due to greater level of agreement was seen in 8 models at Oahu
by 6 models at Midway Islands and by 5 modelsstorm activity carrying radon away from the
African continent. The models have the same in the Fanning Islands. Wet deposition fluxes at
islands are known to be influenced by the islandpattern, but show more variability and in many
cases higher medians than the observations, par- precipitation effect, and this may explain part of
the discrepancy in deposition rates here.ticularly at Crozet during JJA. This is probably
due to errors in the statistics of winter storms or Generally, the comparison with observations at
islands show a clear distinction between modelsPBL mixing. This is particularly true of LLNL,
LMD and GFDL whose upper quartile range which predict too low concentrations at nearly all
sites (8 models) and such which tend to overpredictexceeds 243 mBq/SCM (compared to observed
value of 108 mBq/SCM). At other sites in the it (5 models). This systematic difference between
models cannot be seen at continental or polarIndian Ocean, agreement is within a factor of 2–3
with models capturing well the reduced variability sites, but appears to be consistent with the calcu-
lated global lifetime of lead shown in Table B1in the radon concentrations in the summer (DJF)
months. Whilst most models perform well at Cape (Rasch, 1999), and indicates a systematic over, or
underprediction of the scavenging rates. This clus-Grim, they do not capture the high observed
radon concentrations in May and June. The tering could not be characterized in terms of
model resolution, or level of sophistication of themodels tended to overpredict concentrations
slightly at Crozet, but there was no general trend physical parameterizations, or on- versus offline
models, because models with similar attributes fellat Kerguelen and Amsterdam Island, where the
models both overpredicted and underpredicted into both clusters (e.g., the MATCH and CCM
models shared the same scavenging parameteriz-the annual mean concentration.
L ead. Four remote islands (Amsterdam Island ation but fell into separate clusters). The clustering
is most likely to be controlled by the precipitation(77E, 37S), Kerguelen (69E, 49S), Isla de Pascua
(109W, 27S) and American Samoa (171W, 14S) in distribution itself. This emphasizes that observa-
tions at remote sites are useful to estimate thethe central Pacific and Indian Ocean showed an
average concentration of 32 mBq/SCM. An interes- global burden and the residence time of chemical
constituents.ting feature is that observed concentrations over
the Indian Ocean are a factor of 3 lower than
those over the central Pacific. The Indian sites are
4.3. Vertical profiles
located at higher latitudes than the pacific sites
(further from the source regions), and this may Although the number of free tropospheric lead,
SO2 and SO2−4 have been increasing rapidly inexplain the difference in mean concentration. The
feature is only captured by 1/3 of the models. At the last few years, there are still only a relative
few composites of the species. This lack of datathe Indian Ocean sites we found the largest over-
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Fig. 8. Model predicted annual averages of sulfate in the Fiji region compared to measured values during September
and October from the recent PEM tropics measurement campaign (Thornton et al., 1999). Note that measured
values below the detection limit of 10 pptv were not plotted.
make it very difficult to assess the realism of model representative of clean marine conditions (with
on-shore winds) whereas the models include somesimulation in the mid and upper troposphere.
Only a few modellers reported lead profiles, and impact from areas more representative of a contin-
ental site (since San Francisco is treated as a singlethe observations were too sparse for much confid-
ence. We did attempt to compare model results land box with significant surface emissions). Better
agreement is found when comparing individualwith these measurement during the workshop, but
will not report on them here because the uncer- profiles with models using analysed winds for that
period (Stockwell, personal communication).tainty in observational estimates is so large. The
situation is not much different for radon and sulfur To provide an idea of the variability of the
models and observations over a remote region wespecies. Most of the observational radon profiles
available to us were also used in Jacob et al. show profiles of SO2−4 in Fig. 8 for a subset of the
participating models in the vicinity of Fiji (15S,(1997). The model radon profiles over the Central
US were generally within a factor of 2 of these 180E), and some observations from the recent PEM
Tropics field program (Talbot et al., 1998). Theobservations and differences with the previous
report are small. The models results show more PEM measurements were taken from 3 flights
during september and october of 1996. At manyscatter about the observations in the lower tropo-
sphere where boundary layer processes play an levels the measured values differ by an order of
magnitude over the 3 days the sampling was made.important role, than seen in middle and upper
troposphere. Comparison with recent measure- The model profiles were not explicitly requested
for the comparison but were extracted (by hand)ments near San Francisco, USA showed similar
agreement aloft although almost all models sub- from contour plots of latitude/height cross-sections
on the dateline. They represent rough averages onstantially overpredict the surface concentrations. It
appears that the average measurements are more the dateline between the equator and 30S. The
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averages were constructed from contours spaced show larger means and variances during summer
(as contrasted with the Indian Ocean sites). Allapproximately every 1, 2, and 5×10n pptv. Thus
the profiles drawn are quite rough, but illustrate the models showed excessively large variances in
winter at remote southern hemisphere surfacethe very large differences between models, and the
very large scatter in the measurements. The profiles sites, possibly to the statistics of winter storms, or
the vertical exchange between the marine bound-highlight the difficulty in such a model/measure-
ment intercomparison. Since most models did not ary layer and the free troposphere. Simulations
over Mauna Loa (about 600 hPa) seriously under-include the DMS source for sulfate, a quantitative
comparison should not be attempted. estimated observational values. These discrepan-
cies come from incorrect meteorological transport,
or from an underestimate in the strength of radon
emissions over Asia.5. Summary and conclusions
Comparisons against lead measurements add
deposition processes as factors contributing toAs indicated in the introduction, it was the
intent of this paper to survey the spectrum of model error. Monthly averaged model results were
compared against lead observations for 11 regionsmodel representation of deposition processes, and
their simulations for a few species. We wished to in terms of surface mixing-ratios and deposition
fluxes. Simulated concentrations and depositionhighlight areas where models agree or disagree
with each other, and the observations in terms of fluxes of lead agreed with observations to better
than a factor of 2, with most models having biasestheir ability to simulate the distribution and depos-
ition of soluble species arising from well defined of less than 0.5 in all regions. All the models are
able to simulate the annual mean mixing-ratios ofsources. The differences arise because of variations
between models in the representation of transport lead over Europe, US, India and South-America
to about 40% relative accuracy (a relative bias ofand deposition processes. We summarize briefly
some of the conclusions from the intercomparison about 0.2). In Europe, the observations show a
west (high lead) to east ( low lead) gradient notin these last paragraphs.
The radon comparison was particularly useful found in any model. The reason for the observed
gradient is not clear but may again be due to ain highlighting transport problems. Most models
were able to simulate the appropriate seasonal varying regional radon source strength present in
reality and absent in the models. Over the US allcycle over continental and near continental sites
although they often overestimate the near surface the models fail to simulate the annual cycle of
surface lead concentrations. They underestimatemixing ratio. This may be due in part to differences
in sampling strategy between models and observa- wintertime concentrations, when observed concen-
trations are highest, and overestimate slightlytions, but there were clear differences associated
with boundary layer transport and convective summer surface concentrations. As the radon
model results show the same behavior, the reasonprocesses between models that must also play a
part. The analysis suggests that spatially varying for this may be shortcomings in the vertical
exchange of both radon and lead during contin-emissions may also be important in explaining the
systematic discrepancies between most of the ental wintertime. We also found substantial over-
estimates over Europe and an underestimate overmodels (which used uniform emissions over land)
and observations. Discrepancies between model Japan in the deposition fluxes. The Japan depos-
ition flux measurements were the highest reportedand observations were much larger in regions
remote from the source. Radon observations show globally and are associated with the outflow from
Asia during the winter monsoon.higher wintertime than summertime concentra-
tions at island sites in the Indian Ocean. Models Remote site concentrations of lead are con-
trolled by long-range transport (and indirectly byshow the same seasonality as the observations,
but exaggerate the seasonal effect of the Austral scavenging and convective transports as well ) and,
like radon, were much more difficult to modelwinter storms by carrying too much radon to
these remote regions. All models isolated the than concentrations near the source regions. The
scatter of modelled surface concentrations overAntarctic coastal site from Australian sources in
summer; this is opposite to the observations, which remote islands in the tropics (Barbados and
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American Samoa) was as large as the measured vertical distribution of both concentrations and
removal rates. The difference between concentra-concentrations themselves. Models seriously
underestimated surface mixing-ratios over the tions of SO2 between models using the full chem-
istry and simple chemistry representations indicateAntarctica and Greenland. The underestimate was
accompanied by an overestimate of deposition the importance of a reasonable characterization
of the processes controlling its oxidation.fluxes. North–South cross-section of lead and
radon at the date-line and at 27°E were compared Differences associated with transports of SO2 were
overwhelmed by prescription of a simple firstbetween models. Radon cross-sections agreed
much more closely between models than the cor- order transformation rate from SO2 to SO2−4 in
the free troposphere. Even among the more soph-responding lead concentrations; therefore, differ-
ences between the model results reflect mainly the isticated models, the distribution of SO2−4 and
lead mixing ratios routinely vary by a factor ofdifferent treatment of the scavenging processes or
differences in the hydrological parameters used to 2–5 in the free troposphere, with similar differences
in global burden and residence time. The modelparameterize the scavenging.
Similar discrepancies in remote regions were differences are largest in the upper troposphere.
These differences are due both to transport (prim-also evident in the SO
x
simulations. Model differ-
ences were large, especially with respect to their arily the rapid transport associated with convec-




resolution model top archive Transport
Name Institute (degrees) (km) interval method Comments/definitive references
CCM-V NCAR 2.8×2.8 18/35 20 SLT(I) intermediate model between CCM2
(Hack et al., 1994) and CCM3
(Kiehl et al., 1996)
ECHAM3 MPI Hamburg 5.6×5.6 19/25 45 min SLT(I) Roeckner et al. (1992)
ECHAM4 MPI Hamburg 3.7×3.7 19/25 30 min SLT(I) Roeckner et al. (1996)
ECWAG Univ. Wag 5.6×5.6 19/25 45 min SLT(I) identical meteorology to above ECHAM3,
but chemistry and scavenging differ
GFDL GFDL 2.5×2.5 11 6 h FD(O) meteorology from GCM (Kasibhatla
et al., 1997)
GISSHIY GISS/Har/Yale 4×5 9 6 h SOM(O) Balkanski et al. (1993); Koch et al.
(1996)
GRANTOUR LLNL 4×4 10 24 h Lag(O) Chuang and Penner (1995)
LMD/LGGE LMD/LGGE 5.6×3.6 11 6 h SOM(I) Genthon and Armengaud (1995);
Preiss and Genthon (1997)
MATCH-EC NCAR 2.8×2.8 19 6 h SLT(O) meteorology from ECMWF analysis
(Mahowald et al., 1997)
MATCH-NMC NCAR 2.8×2.8 19 6 h SLT(O) meteorology from NCEP analysis
(Mahowald et al., 1997)
MUTM CRC 5.6×5.6 9 24 h SP(O) Law et al. (1992)
NIRE NIRE 2.5×2.5 15 12 h SLT(O) Taguchi (1996); Meteorology from
ECMWF analysis
STOCHEM UKMO 10×10 10 — Lag(O) stevenson.ea:radon
TOMCAT Camb. Univ. 2.8×2.8 19 30 h SOM(O) Chipperfield et al. (1993); Meteorology
from ECMWF analysis
TRA95 JMA 2.8×2.8 21 12 h Lag(I) Taguchi (1996)
UKMO-UM UKMO 2.5×3.75 19 30 min Eul(I) Cullen (1993)
See text for a discussion of the terms in the table. SOM, SLT, and SP stand for ‘‘Second order moments’’, ‘‘semi-
Lagrangian’’ and ‘‘spectral’’ transport methods respectively. The (I) or (O) in the transport method table entry
indicates whether the model is run as an ‘‘inline’’ or an ‘‘offline’’ model.
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tion) and to the prescription of the removal is poor. Models differ substantially in their simula-
tions of soluble species and observations (particu-processes during their transit to the upper tropo-
sphere and their removal there. None of these larly at altitude) do not yet provide us with strong
seasonal constraints on the reality of the simula-aspects is well characterized by observations. This
points to the need for a long-term strategy of tions. We believe that attempting to compare
model simulations on an event by event basis,measurement of tracers that are able to discrimin-
ate between the processes of vertical redistribution using off-line chemical transport models, or
‘‘nudged’’ general circulation models with met-and scavenging.
It is clear that our ability to understand the eorological fields that are strongly constrained by
observations will assist in such a comparison,processes of scavenging and deposition of soluble
trace species and those processes subsequent con- because these soluble species vary on such small
time and space scales that it is difficult to establishtrol on the vertical and horizontal distribution of
species are severely limited by the lack of observa- their definitive long-term climatology. Long-term
climatologies do help in defining ‘‘average’’ proper-tions of relevant tracers in the free troposphere.
Jacob et al. (1997), in their evaluation of the state ties of the model and atmospheric properties and
thus are important in understanding the funda-of the art of global modelling of convection and
boundary layer processes, concluded that mental controlling processes in the atmosphere.
The processes entering into the control of short-‘‘. . . results show that most established 3-
dimensional synoptic models simulate boundary lived trace species in the atmosphere are so com-
plex that more effort needs to be made to isolatelayer mixing and deep convection in the tropo-
sphere to within the constraints offered by component processes, both in modelling and from
an observational point of view. One possible solu-observed seasonal averages of radon concentra-
tions at different altitudes’’. While this is probably tion would be the use of column models in which
the driving meteorological processes are pre-true for the scavenging and deposition processes
as well, our ability to characterize these processes scribed to be the same for all modelling groups,
and only the relevant parameterizations are tested.from observations in remote parts of the globe
(either the free troposphere or remote surface sites) So, for example, initial, and boundary conditions,
Table 7. A description of the participating models moist and dry deposition, and subgrid transport processes
Cloud water
Moist convective Dry turbulent for chemistry and Dry
Name transport transport wet deposition deposition
CCM-V penetrative Ri+NL bulk resistance
ECHAM3 penetrative Ri bulk prescribed
ECHAM4 penetrative Ri+TKE bulk prescribed
ECWAG penetrative Ri bulk prescribed
GFDL diffusive diffusive inferred resistance
GISSHIY penetrative Ri none none
GISS2P penetrative Ri none none
GRANTOUR penetrative Ri N/A prescribed
LMD/LGGE penetrative Ri bulk resistance
MATCH-EC penetrative Ri+NL N/A prescribed
MATCH-NMC penetrative Ri+NL8 N/A prescribed
MUTM relax to mean prescribed N/A N/A
NIRE none Ri+NL inferred prescribed
STOCHEM none prescribed N/A N/A
TOMCAT penetrative Ri N/A prescribed
TRA95 penetrative Ri+TKE none resistance
UKMO-UM penetrative Ri N/A resistance
See text for a discussion of the terms in this table. N/A indicates a description was not available or the process was
not used.
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as well as tendencies by large-scale processes for techniques for moving constituents at the length
temperature, moisture, and trace species distribu- scales resolved by each model’s grid. The (I) or
tions could be prescribed for a scavenging experi- (O) in the transport method table entry indicates
ment. Then the evolution of the cloud water, whether the model is run as in ‘‘inline’’ simulation
precipitation and trace species distributions calcu- (the meteorology is predicted and updated very
lated by column model versions of the global frequently), or as an ‘‘offline’’ model (where met-
model scavenging, microphysics and chemistry eorology is derived from archived values). We use
schemes can be directly compared in a fashion the word penetrative to refer to a sub-gridscale
that excludes many of the factors complicating a moist convective transport parameterization like
careful evaluation in a fully 3-dimensional context. those advocated by Tiedtke (1989), where a parcel
We also recommend comparing models to obser- of air carries tracer and precipitation to its level
vations of smaller temporal scale (daily mean and of neutral buoyancy, entraining and detraining air
diurnal variation) since long-term averages are as it rises. We use the term diffusive convection to
difficult to assess for species with high temporal refer to a scheme like that of Hack (1994) or
variability. Manabe et al. (1965) that refers to a local release
of a convective instability. These schemes mix
mass fractions of tracer locally between 2 levels
6. Acknowledgements before moving upward and repeating the process
(if necessary). Dry turbulent processes are referred
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ary layer (e.g., ECHAM4). Cloud and moist depos-
ition processes are identified as bulk processes
when there are explicit predictive equations used7. Appendix
for the formation of condensate, and its conversion
to precipitating (Rasch and Kristjánsson, 1998).Table 6 provides a brief description of resolution
Given these quantities and a cloud volume, oneand transport properties of the models participat-
can formulate explicit equations for the aqueousing in the intercomparison. The descriptions are
chemistry and scavenging required for oxidationintended to be descriptive in nature. More detail
of SO2 and/or removal of aerosol. We identifyon each model is available in the cited references
these processes as inferred when they use otherof the comments column. Table 7 indicates the
quantities (e.g., the surface flux of precipitationtype of hydrologic properties and deposition pro-
and/or the column water vapor distribution) tocesses used by each model. We will briefly try to
construct surrogates for these processesdescribe some of the terms used in the table, and
(Kasibhatla et al., 1997). Dry deposition processesput them into context within this study.
follow either a simple prescribed deposition vel-SOM, SLT, and SP stand for ‘‘Second order
ocity or use a resistance in series approachmoments’’ (Prather, 1986), ‘‘semi-Lagrangian’’
(Wesely, 1989). Please refer to the definitive refer-(Rasch and Williamson, 1990) and ‘‘spectral’’
ence cited in Table 6 for a complete description of(Machenhauer, 1979) transport methods, respect-
ively. These methods are all popular numerical these processes.
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